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INTRODUCTION
All successful malware campaigns require a medium for proliferation. Originally, malware relied on emails, software
piracy over peer-to-peer services, and autorun functionality from removable drives, among others, to spread. While many of
these forms are still used today, they have evolved to use cross-site scripting, ‘malvertising’, smarter email responses to
existing threads [1], messaging services [2], and even remote code execution (RCE) exploits across a variety of file formats
and protocols [3, 4]. With the rise of social networks in the last 15 years, malware authors have recognized a new attractive
surface for worm-like functionality. Two thirds of all Internet users use social media platforms [5] today, and it’s no
surprise that these services have caught the attention of cybercriminals looking for access to potential victims (by infecting
their devices to compromise online accounts).
Koobface [6] emerged in 2008 as one of the first malware families to leverage social networks to spread. Bredolab/
FakeScanti [7] soon followed by using fraudulent emails appearing to originate from Facebook to infect unsuspecting
users. Dorkbot/SDBot [8] and BePush [9] appeared a few years later and tricked users into clicking malicious links via the
Facebook messaging service sent from infected computers by injecting malicious JavaScript code within the Browser
Document Object Model (DOM). FaceLiker [10] took a different approach by using infected users to ‘like’ and follow
Facebook pages without their knowledge, a practice referred to as ‘fake engagement’ [11]. Later, malware campaigns
gradually shifted from stealing all credentials available on an infected machine to prioritizing credentials from social
networks. Even seasoned infostealers like Qakbot [12] began to look explicitly for Facebook credentials in its man-in-thebrowser (MitB) component.
Most of these threats simply used social networks to spread and did not depend on them for monetization. However, a new
group has appeared on the cybercrime scene whose sole objective is to target users of social networking services for ad
fraud, sales of counterfeit goods, pharmaceutical pills, and fraudulent product reviews.
This paper dives into a new malware family we’ve coined as ‘SilentFade’ – based on its focus on silently running Facebook
ads. For some users this exploit was made more persistent through leveraging a short-lived bug to suppress notifications so
that the infected users cannot be notified of suspicious activity. Facebook first detected SilentFade during the final week of
2018, leading to the bug the attackers had used to suppress notifications of suspicious user activity being patched shortly
after, the affected ad dollars being refunded, and ultimately leading to legal action in December 2019 against the
individuals behind this cybercriminal group. We also discovered a web of other malware families likely connected to
SilentFade [13]. We assess that the SilentFade group first appeared in early 2016, and has since consistently been
experimenting and evolving their malware writing skills sets as they add support for newer Facebook features and expand
to other social networks and web services.
We will dive deeper into SilentFade’s ‘page block’ exploit used for persistence, describe post-infection behaviours,
post-enforcement adaptations of the malware operators, and discuss challenges associated with malware detection for web
services across the Internet.
The goal of this paper is to introduce and raise awareness of this new malware actor group. We hope this sparks
opportunities for web platforms and the anti-malware community to partner and make the Internet safer.

SILENTFADE
While we do not believe the malware’s use was exclusive to Facebook, we internally named the malware family SilentFade
to represent its purpose of ‘Silently running Facebook ADs with Exploits’. The December 2018 variant [14] of SilentFade
is the most notable due to its on-platform persistence features. Later in this paper, you will see how the malware, upon
off-platform device-level infection, disabled victims’ Facebook-initiated notifications, exploiting a (since fixed) server-side
validation bug and creating an irreversible state where users could not receive any notifications from Facebook regarding
suspicious activity originating from their accounts. SilentFade would then run malicious ads using compromised accounts
without victims noticing due to the notifications being suppressed.
SilentFade is not downloaded or installed by using Facebook or any of its products. It is often bundled with potentially
unwanted programs (PUP) in pirated copies of popular software, and is likely downloaded by other malware as well. As a
result, users unwittingly compromised their own computers by downloading and installing the malware with other pirated
software. Figure 1 shows an example of a web page leading to the download of SilentFade.
SilentFade consists of three to four components, with the primary downloader component being included in PUP bundles.
The downloader application either downloads a standalone malware component or a Windows service installed as either
‘AdService’ or ‘HNService’. The service is responsible for persistence across reboots and for dropping 32-bit and 64-bit
version DLLs (usually as winhttp.dll [15, 16] or winmm.dll [17, 18]) in Chrome’s application directory. This is done for the
purpose of DLL hijacking so that the malicious DLL is loaded by Chrome in place of the real winhttp.dll. The DLL proxies
all make requests to the real winhttp.dll but makes requests to facebook.com through the Chrome process, evading dynamic
behaviour-based anti-malware detection by mimicking innocuous network requests.
The purpose and overview of the SilentFade operation is outlined in Figure 2.
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Figure 1: An example of a web page leading to the download of SilentFade.

Figure 2: Ad fraud process using cloaking and legitimate user sessions retrieved by SilentFade.

Once installed, the malware stole Facebook credentials and cookies from various browser credential stores, including
Internet Explorer and Chromium clones, with support for Firefox added later on.
Once the credentials were stolen, metadata about the Facebook account (such as payment information and total amount
previously spent on Facebook ads) was retrieved using the Facebook Graph API [19] and sent back to the malware’s C2
servers. The data was then sent back as an encrypted JSON blob through custom HTTP headers (usually through Server
and Server-Key or MicroServer and MicroServer-Key), as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: SilentFade exfiltration packet format.
At this point, the C2 server stored the data it received from the infected node and logged the IP address of the incoming
request for the purpose of geolocation. This was crucial as the attackers intentionally used the stolen credentials from the
same or a nearby city to the infected machine to appear as though the original account owner has travelled within their city.
Based on a review of the data collected by SilentFade, it’s likely that compromised user accounts that had at least a linked
payment method were deemed more valuable. SilentFade, or its customers, would then be able to use the compromised
user’s payment method (credit card, bank account, or PayPal account) to run malicious ads on Facebook. In cases where the
account had no page or linked payment information, the attackers created pages and used stolen credit cards or prepaid gift
cards to run the ads.
It should be noted that payment information details (such as bank account and credit card numbers) were never exposed to
the attackers, as Facebook does not make them visible through the desktop website or the Graph API.

Virtual machine detection
Samples in this family often contain code to detect virtual machines and halt execution when detected, to thwart automated
and manual analysis attempts. This is achieved by checking the description field of all available display drivers against
‘Virtual’ or ‘VM’. While this anti-VM check is widely known and documented, we have yet to observe any other malware
family use DirectX 9-specific APIs to retrieve the display driver information. At the time of writing this paper, the anti-VM
check can be used to identify samples belonging to variants of this malware campaign.
The snippet shown in Figure 4 is functionally identical to the anti-VM code used by these samples [20].

Figure 4: Virtual machine detection using DirectX APIs to get graphics display driver information.
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Credential theft
SilentFade is equipped with credential-stealing components like those used by other malware campaigns in the wild.
However, unlike the others, SilentFade’s credential-stealing component only retrieved Facebook-specific stored credentials
and cookies located on the compromised machine.
Cookies are more valuable than passwords because they contain session tokens, which are post-authentication tokens. This use
of compromised credentials runs the risk of encountering accounts that are protected with two-factor authentication, which
SilentFade cannot bypass. Stealing stored passwords is more complex as they would need to be decrypted locally for access to
the raw credentials. Session tokens, on the other hand, are only issued after a successful login so the attackers can use them to
bypass multi-factor authentication enabled by the user. Cookies are also more likely to be available in the browser than stored
credentials because users may choose to use password managers available outside the browser credential store.
All Chromium and Firefox-based browsers store credentials and cookies in SQLite databases, which are accessible once you
have executable code running on an infected endpoint. It would only require knowledge of the location of the cookie store
for each targeted browser and to query them for cookies for domains of interest. Initial versions of SilentFade supported a
variety of browsers, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chromium
Chrome (Beta, Dev, Canary/SxS)
YandexBrowser
Kometa
Amigo
Torch

•
•
•
•
•
•

Orbitum
Opera Stable
Opera Next
Opera Developer
Internet Explorer
Edge

Figure 5: Disassembly listing and example of credential theft from the Chrome credential store.
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Figure 6: Disassembly and example of stolen Facebook cookies as used by SilentFade.

The Graph API and access token theft
Previous versions of SilentFade used stolen cookies to make requests to a number of endpoints on www.facebook.com to
retrieve information about total friend counts and payment information. This approach was inefficient as it relied on loading
large web pages and searching through the entire page using keywords or regular expressions to find the information of
interest. As you can imagine, this technique required rewriting every time Facebook changed the look of the web page.
Facebook provides a Graph API [19] for fast, privacy-preserving access to user data and the Facebook social graph. To use
the Graph API, developers create on-platform applications [21] and have users explicitly provide permissions to the app for
individual bits of data an app can access. With this step, an app receives a user access token which can query any
information about a user. Facebook provides a Graph API Explorer [22] for developers to test their API. A sample request
from the Graph API is shown in the screenshot in Figure 7.
To use the Graph API, SilentFade authors would have had to create their own platform apps and force users to explicitly
give the app permission to their data. This adds significant friction, which is why SilentFade took steps to get around this
problem. Facebook components on the desktop website use the Graph API. For example, Ads Manager is automatically
used when a user visits the Facebook Ads Manager page [23].
SilentFade made a request to this endpoint and parsed the page content to retrieve the access token for the Ads Manager
product, as shown in the screenshot in Figure 8.
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Figure 7: Profile information and photos retrieved using the Facebook Graph API Explorer.

Figure 8: Procedure used by SilentFade to retrieve Ads Manager access token.

Additionally, it grabbed CSRF tokens to make additional requests from the page. After this process, it used the retrieved
access token to obtain user information, linked payment information, and previous ad-related spend. A disassembly listing
from a SilentFade sample using a Graph API query to retrieve payment information is shown in Figure 9.
The request in the disassembly listing shown in Figure 9 leads to an output, shown in Figure 10, where we can see a linked
American Express credit card along with a 280 USD account balance on the account.
With this information, SilentFade could determine accounts that already had linked payment methods, so that attackers
could run ads and pay for them using the account owner’s payment method.

STEALTHY NOTIFICATION BLOCKING FOR ON-PLATFORM PERSISTENCE
Facebook provides notification controls to its users to enable them to stay up-to-date with any activity pertaining to their
account or their social connections. For example, a user may choose to receive notifications via web push notifications,
SMS, or email if a friend tags them in a post, has a birthday, or when a page they are following uploads a new post. These
settings are available within the Settings menu on the desktop website [24] or Android and iOS Facebook apps.
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Figure 9: Disassembly listing of the Graph API query used by SilentFade.

Figure 10: Sample output returned by executing the Graph API query in Figure 9.
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Figure 11: Notification settings UI in the Facebook for Android app.
While the notifications feature provides a mechanism for users to control their experience with Facebook products, they are
an obstacle for attackers aiming to compromise Facebook accounts without alerting the victim. For context, any activity
performed on a compromised account, depending on the notification settings, can potentially be flagged to the original
account owner via their phone or computer.
To maintain persistent access to compromised accounts, attackers had to address the notification alerts, which they did by
disabling notifications entirely. As soon as SilentFade accessed Facebook accounts from an infected machine, it explicitly
called the appropriate web endpoints to disable notifications.
The result of those web requests caused the following changes to the user account settings:
• Chat notification sounds were disabled
- chat_sound_enabled=0 is passed as a POST argument to /ajax/settings/notifications/medium/
on_fb/

• All email notifications were disabled
- email_preset=5 is passed as a POST argument to /ajax/settings/notifications/medium/email/
• All SMS notifications were disabled
- notif_enabled=0 is passed as a POST argument to /ajax/settings/notifications/medium/sms
• Limited SMS notifications to just one SMS and scheduled notifications were disabled
- sms_limit=1 is passed as a POST argument to /ajax/settings/mobile/limit.php
- sms_schedule[anytime]=0&sms_schedule[start]=0&sms_schedule[end]=0 is passed as a POST
argument to /ajax/settings/mobile/time_interval
The result of this appeared as shown in the screenshots in Figures 12 and 13.

Figure 12: Facebook notification settings after a SilentFade infection.
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Figure 13: Daily text (SMS) limit altered to 1 after a SilentFade infection.
If the user admin’ed a page, notifications related to it were disabled as well. However, ad activity (through a Facebook
business page) would still be visible to other admins of the page, it would only be the compromised admin who would not
see them.

Figure 14: Page notifications disabled by SilentFade.
With these changes, SilentFade minimized the likelihood of users noticing unrecognized activity on their accounts –
preserving undetected access to compromised accounts for longer.
SilentFade took this a step further by disabling notifications associated with unrecognized login activity as well as any
activity originating from the user’s ad accounts. The notification disabling features mentioned in the following section are
why we include the ‘Silent’ in the ‘SilentFade’ malware name.

Page block exploit
Facebook provides a feature known as ‘Login Alerts’ [25], where users can be notified of suspicious login activity. Once a
suspicious login is detected, the user receives a message on Messenger from ‘Facebook Login Alerts’, as shown in
Figure 15.

Figure 15: Example message sent by Facebook Login Alerts page when a suspicious login is detected.
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The user can click ‘Review Login’ to get more information about the login event, such as the date and time, the IP address
and its corresponding geolocation, and inform Facebook if the login was unrecognized, at which point the suspicious
session is terminated.

Figure 16: Facebook Login Alerts details.
‘Facebook Login Alerts’ is a Facebook page with the ID 1001847139929871 and the page itself is available by going to
facebook.com/1001847139929871 or via its alias [26].
In a similar vein, users receive messages on Messenger from ‘Facebook for Business’ when there’s a status change on an ad
being run from their account. This too is a page like ‘Facebook Login Alerts’, with ID 74100576336, which can be
accessed directly using its ID or through its alias [27].

Figure 17: Example message sent by Facebook for Business page when an ad has been approved.
As with any other page, users have the option to explicitly block pages from messaging them. SilentFade took advantage of
this property to block both the ‘Login Alerts’ page and the ‘Facebook for Business’ page. This effectively prevented
Facebook from notifying users of suspicious logins on their Facebook account or any ad-related activity on their ad
account, permitting the attackers to use the compromised account without being detected by the account owners through
alerts.
The disassembly listing in Figure 18 shows a snippet of the page block exploit code within SilentFade.
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Figure 18: Disassembly of SilentFade code containing Facebook endpoints used for the exploit.
SilentFade’s focus on the notification system was unique, but not sufficient. After all, users accustomed to receiving such
notifications were likely to discover the blocked pages and unblock them. SilentFade had another trick up its sleeve to
ensure that the blocks were more permanent. It likely involved confirming if client-side sanity checks were performed on
the server-side. The authors discovered that the confidence checks performed by the account-blocking web UI were
incomplete in the server-side code, which was subsequently exploited by SilentFade. This bug allowed SilentFade to block
both the Login Alerts and Facebook Business pages and ensured that users could not unblock the pages even if they tried.
This caused both pages to remain ‘unblockable’ until we detected and fixed this bug.
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The page block exploit worked like this:
1.

The sample blocks the Login Alerts and Facebook Business pages from messaging the user by passing
fbid={PageID} as a POST argument to facebook.com/messaging/block_messages/

2.

The sample then blocks the page through the ‘block users’ endpoint by passing uid={PageID} as a POST
argument to facebook.com/privacy/block_user/.
a.

3.

While the web UI does not permit users to provide pages for blocking via the ‘block user’ flow, the server-side
code did not perform any confidence checks and assumed that the provided ID belongs to a user. A downstream
function successfully blocked the page from contacting the user.

In the web UI, the page appeared as blocked but also prevented users from unblocking the page as client-side
confidence checks only permit user IDs to be unblocked from the ‘block user’ flow. This prevented the user from
unblocking both pages.

The pages appeared as blocked users upon successful exploitation of the bug.

Figure 19: Remnant of a SilentFade infection where Facebook pages are blocked as users.
Users were presented with an error message if they tried to unblock any of these pages.

Figure 20: Error message displayed by Facebook when user attempted to reverse the page blocks.
This was the first time we observed malware actively changing notification settings, blocking pages, and exploiting a bug in
the blocking subsystem to maintain persistence in a compromised account.
The exploitation of this notification-related bug, however, became a silver lining that helped us to detect compromised
accounts, measure the scale of SilentFade infections, and map abuse originating from user accounts to the malware
responsible for the initial account compromise. Per our analysis, the malware that contained the page block exploit was
released on 22 December 2018. It was discovered by Facebook in mid-February. A subsequent investigation allowed us to
attribute over four million US dollars in damages to this activity – the amount Facebook reimbursed to the victims for
unauthorized ads purchased using their ads accounts [13].
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ADS RUN BY SILENTFADE
A part of what makes the web great is the fact that it is based on open standards and protocols that decouple application
functionality between the client and a server via a network. Because of that, any software sending a web request using a
legitimate session cookie would look indistinguishable from a legitimate user sending the same request. However, the use
of the unique page block bug allowed us to attribute these malicious ads to accounts infected with SilentFade and analyse
these ads for commonalities.
Upon our review, ads tended to stick with the following formula:
• Use of popular and smaller URL-shorteners to hide the landing page.
• Abuse of Open Graph Markups [28] to change ad preview.
• Heavy use of cloaking and traffic redirection.
• Ads were targeted only to users in the same country as the account owner or in neighbouring countries.
• Ad content was usually counterfeit goods, such as designer shoes or bags, sunglasses, as well as pills and medication
related to weight loss or sexual health.
• Celebrity images and clips were often used to make the ads appear more appealing or authentic. For example, ads
using images of celebrities were used to market weight loss pills based on the keto diet.
• Images or videos used in ads were intentionally blurred or distorted.
A small sample of malicious ads run from legitimate pages using the original account owner’s payment method can be seen
in the screenshots in Figure 21.
The third ad in Figure 21 shows signs of cloaking in action. While the ad advertises a weight-loss pill and leads users to a
scam web page, Facebook crawlers [29] are redirected to Amazon.com.

Figure 21: A sample carousel of ads run by accounts infected by SilentFade malware.

Figure 22: Cloaking used by a keto diet pill ad with celebrity impersonation.
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Another example of a cloaked ad is shown in Figure 22. In this example, a Facebook user was compromised by SilentFade.
Their account was used to run an ad with a celebrity image and targeted to Facebook users in a specific country. As
Facebook crawlers were redirected to AliBaba’s Wholesaler page, the domain preview was shown as leading to AliBaba.
The cloaking service would decide whether to send a user to the malicious page or an innocuous one based on the
geolocated IP address of the user clicking on the ad, the presence of the correct HTTP Referer header, and other features.
In addition, the final redirection URL was often hidden in plain sight from crawlers and cloaking detection services by
abusing the JavaScript History API [30].

Figure 23: JavaScript code from a scam ad landing page [31] showing the final redirection taking place only when the user
presses the ‘Back’ button.
This was achieved by redirecting the user to the final URL only once the user clicked the ‘back’ button on their browser.
This technique was effective as it required user interaction, which cloaking-detection services may lack, and triggered on
the first button clicked by every user when an unwanted web page was opened. Many variations [31, 32, 33] of this were
available, and at times involved disabling the ‘back’ button entirely by pushing multiple URLs of the current document to
the JavaScript history state.

ATTRIBUTION, REMEDIATION, AND LEGAL ENFORCEMENT
Due to this group being active since 2016 [34] and its evolving capabilities, we were able to extract enough information
from samples to attribute the malware to particular individuals. The three most useful sources of information came from the
samples themselves, WHOIS data for C&C servers, and SilentFade’s use of non-standard networking and service libraries
(such as restclient-cpp [35]), which were all located as repositories created by one user on GitHub [36]. In addition, PDB
paths present in SilentFade samples matched with project names in the GitHub repository, as well as the profile information
for the GitHub user [36].

Figure 24: Project PDB path samples [37, 38] hinting at connection to GitHub user [36].
The screenshot in Figure 25 shows code from one of hpsocket’s GitHub repositories appearing directly within SilentFade
samples.
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Figure 25: SilentFade sample [39] containing code from the same GitHub repository.

Figure 26: SilentFade actors looking for install traffic on underground web forums.
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It should be noted that no malicious code was ever uploaded on GitHub, just libraries. In addition, we found posts on
several forums looking to install traffic for SilentFade, based on links to known SilentFade C2 servers.
As part of remediation, the server-side validation bug was fixed as soon as we discovered it. The blocked state was reverted
for all infected users, their sessions terminated, and we forced password resets and made server-side changes to ensure that
the Login Alerts or Facebook Business page alerts can no longer be blocked, to guarantee that people are able to see
Facebook notifications about suspicious activity on their account. In addition, we invalidated sessions for known impacted
users, added a number of additional fixes, and added detection mechanisms to automatically flag SilentFade infections and
invalidate all logged-in user sessions when detected.

Figure 27: Pages responsible for account notifications can no longer be blocked on Facebook.
As expected in this adversarial space, not too long after remediation, SilentFade appeared with a new version with all
on-platform persistence mechanisms removed [40] – including the notification setting changes and the page block code.
In addition to technical remediation and the automated detection measures we took, in December 2019, Facebook filed a
civil lawsuit in California against ILikeAd Media International Company Ltd. and Chen Xiao Cong and Huang Tao [13] for
creating the SilentFade malware, tricking people into installing it, compromising people’s Facebook accounts and then
using people’s accounts to run deceptive ads, which resulted in over USD 4 million in damages related to payment fraud
and ad fraud.
Since then, SilentFade has resorted to using string obfuscation to make it more difficult to hunt for malware samples and to
complicate AV detection signatures. At the time of writing this paper, all strings longer than eight characters are split into
eight-byte chunks so that they can be individually loaded into MMX registers [40].
The screenshot in Figure 28 compares a SilentFade sample with a newer variant, which appeared after our remediation
efforts.

Figure 28: SilentFade began obfuscating all strings once Facebook completed remediation efforts.

AN EVOLVING CHINESE MALWARE ECOSYSTEM
Our investigation into SilentFade has revealed that a closed, Chinese cybercriminal ecosystem first appeared on the scene in
April 2016 [34] with the release of their ‘SuperCPAProject’ malware in the wild. Not a lot is known about this malware as it is
primarily driven by downloaded configuration files, but we believe it was used for click fraud – thus CPA in this case refers to
Cost Per Action – through a victim install-base in China. They primarily relied on third-party security tools to install a rootkit,
disable Tencent’s firewall product, and upload stolen data to their command-and-control (C2/C&C) server [41].
Although this malware is often packed with UPX, it is not otherwise complicated to analyse or use as a seed to find
thousands of similar samples within this time period. This malware continued to be used until April 2017 when they
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abandoned all third-party downloadable components and released the first version of SilentFade [42]. This first version of
SilentFade explicitly stole credentials and cookies related to social media including Facebook and Twitter, and occasionally
released them with debug messages as seen in Figure 29.

Figure 29: SilentFade sample from 2017 [42] with debug messages for Facebook and Twitter stealing components.
In addition to stealing Facebook and Twitter credentials, this variant of the malware sent metadata related to the accounts.
In the case of Twitter, this included whether a Twitter account was verified, the default language/locale, and total follower
and friend counts. For Facebook accounts, the malware looked for the total number of friends associated with the
compromised account, linked payment information (i.e. presence of linked credit card information and PayPal email
addresses), and whether the account administered any Facebook Pages. We strongly suspect this malware engaged in a
similar form of ad fraud as seen in the modern versions of SilentFade [14].
This SilentFade variant saw minimal changes until a year later when this closed group of Chinese cybercriminals is
suspected to have pivoted to ‘StressPaint’ [43, 44], a new malware family discovered by Radware. Unlike SilentFade,
which was written using Visual C++, StressPaint was written in Delphi but used the same techniques and strings as seen in
the initial SilentFade version. The malware used the biography section of the Instagram account @djdhahqd to store
reversed Base64 versions of its C2 servers but was never actually used because the account was set as private within
minutes of its creation on 12 April 2018 – the same day it was discovered by Radware [43]. This caused the malware to fall
back to its hard-coded C&C server to steal Facebook credentials and cookies.
After Radware’s publication, these actors took a brief hiatus, which we presume was spent in the development of the
modern version of SilentFade [14]. They released this version into the wild on 22 December 2018 and with it came the
notification disabling features, including the ‘page block’ exploit code as well as use of the Graph API never seen before in
previous malware families.
Around the same time as the modern variant of SilentFade was released, StressPaint evolved to a variant internally known
to the malware authors as ‘DiskScan’ [45]. The diagram in Figure 30 shows a rough timeline between April 2016 and June
2020 of all the malware families we judge are part of the same closed, Chinese cybercriminal ecosystem that this group
belongs to, based on the similarity of their ad abuse techniques and Graph API queries.
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Figure 30: A rough timeline of malware families associated with a closed Chinese cybercriminal ecosystem targeting
Facebook.
We believe this ecosystem spread its wings again in early 2019 with the release of two newer malware families, ‘Scranos’
and ‘FacebookRobot’, first seen in April and June 2019, respectively. Scranos was first discovered by our colleagues at
Bitdefender [46], who observed that the Facebook component was written as a DLL component in Visual Basic 6 [47] and
included virtually the same features as SilentFade and StressPaint, but also injected malicious JavaScript code in the
browser (remotely loaded from Amazon S3 buckets) whenever the user visited any Facebook page. In addition, it was
bundled with a kernel-mode rootkit for enhanced persistence.
FacebookRobot [48] is written in C# and contains similar features to the other families, but used Facebook pages and posts
to link to off-platform spam and additional PUPs hosted on the linked web pages.
Over time, FacebookRobot appears to have combined feature sets [49] with NetSys to create the FITBot variant, which,
like the May 2020 NetSys variant, uses the same AES encryption key and C2 server as FacebookRobot (seemorebty[.]com)
but is authored in C++ using other SilentFade and StressPaint-like components (see Figure 31).

Figure 31: Use of same C2 server and AES encryption key in FacebookRobot and NetSys samples.
Other variants have included support for stealing credentials and cookies for Instagram [50] and Amazon. While SilentFade
removed all Twitter-related code in October 2017, they brought it back in 2020 and it is active at the time of writing this
paper.
Many samples in this ecosystem use UPX or MPRESS packers, often use hard-coded Chinese locales in web requests,
Chinese code pages in PE resources, or text within the code directly.
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Figure 32: Use of Simplified Chinese locale set in some samples.
The server-side code residing at the C2 servers is usually PHP-based and written using web frameworks, such as ThinkPHP
[51] and Phalcon [52], which appear to be popular among developers in China.
Some variants have the ability to download additional payloads from their C2 servers. However, the C2 simply provides
URLs to the payloads, which are typically hosted on compromised domains or legitimate cloud hosting providers such as
Amazon S3 or BitBucket.
An example response of an INI file downloaded from a C2 server [53] looks like this:
[cfg]
ct=9
u0=http://login[.]installhyper.com/installer/download/74.exe
p0=/4004*
s0=
r0=
ar0=
eb0=0
u1=http://mainwhile[.]com/MacroSol-5.exe
p1=
s1=
r1=HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Macrosol
ar1=
eb1=0
u2=http://mainwhile[.]com/cathcyvl.exe
p2=
s2=
r2=
ar2=
eb2=0
u3=https://prozipper[.]s3p[.]eu-central-1[.]amazonaws[.]com/pro-zipper.exe
p3=/S /UID=4100
s3=
r3=HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\ProZipper
ar3=
eb3=0
u4=http://52d043de7c7accd8[.]com/y2.exe
p4=user2
s4=
r4=HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\a0b923820dcc509a
ar4=
eb4=0
u5=http://dreamtrips[.]cheap/dreamtrips.exe
p5=/silent
s5=
r5=
ar5=vvp
eb5=0
u6=http://jogaae[.]jfoaigh[.]com/uue/juppp.exe
p6=
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s6=
r6=HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\iwqggaa\data\times
ar6=
eb6=0
u7=http://boostpcnow[.]xyz/Pcbooster.exe
p7=
s7=
r7=
ar7=
eb7=0
u8=hxxp://45[.]80.184[.]171/download_for_ryan0526/setup.exe
p8=
s8=
r8=HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\Software\{ACD56D41-3082-4026-8E5E-1FA855222CF7}
ar8=
eb8=0
u9=hxxps://bitbucket[.]org/drbeast/khert/downloads/pub35.exe
p9=
s9=
e9=HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Marg
ar9=
eb9=0

THE ROAD AHEAD
The Internet’s ability to instantly connect people across the globe and provide a wealth of information in a matter of
seconds makes it undeniably one of the greatest accomplishments of the human race. A part of what makes the web great is
the fact that it is based on open standards and protocols that decouple application functionality between the client and a
server via a network. An unfortunate consequence of this property is that a correctly crafted web request by malware is
indistinguishable from a legitimate request from a real user.
Malware-driven account compromise is challenging for any web-based platform to detect, especially when the malware
executes on a previously known clean device, using legitimate session tokens from a previously known clean IP address. In
addition, while technologies such as multi-factor authentication provide an additional layer of security (especially against
phishing and credential stuffing attacks), malware compromise leads to most users being unaware that session theft
bypassed all multi-factor controls, giving them a false sense of security. It is no surprise that malware is shifting away from
credential theft to cookie theft for this very reason.
Web platforms rarely have any footprint on endpoint devices, requiring us to rely purely on network requests for signs of
malicious activity. Anti-malware (AV) products help greatly in limiting the growth of prevalent malware but in many cases
detect samples after they have already executed on the users’ machine. At that point, account credentials may have already
been stolen and the user may not recognize that their accounts are vulnerable even though malware has been removed from
their device.
In other instances when AV fails, the web-based platform may be aware of an infection but has no ability to remove
malware on the users’ devices, forcing the platform to kill logged-in sessions as soon as malware is detected. This has
happened on occasion with SilentFade infections where Facebook routinely killed sessions for infected users, leaving the
user to wonder why they are unable to use any of our services.
Further complicating things, attackers often choose to host malicious payloads on legitimate web services such as Dropbox,
Google Drive, Amazon S3, GitHub, BitBucket, etc. Each web service only sees a part of the puzzle and deals with it as a
singular problem unconnected with a wider system of abuse.
Due to these reasons, it is difficult for web-based platforms to reliably measure, detect, and attribute known abuse on the
platform to malware, let alone to a specific malware family. SilentFade was a special case where the use of the page block
exploit allowed us to gain insights into the campaign and accurately measure the impact of compromised accounts.
There is a growing need for closer and meaningful partnerships between the anti-malware industry and platform integrity
teams within major web services as well as amongst each other to be able to fight abuse at scale. In an ideal hypothetical
example, an AV product could provide infection information through an API or by including a browser cookie to inform a
web service that an account could be compromised and needs their sessions to be invalidated.
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Ad fraud touches every platform. Every major web service experiences similar challenges arising from the use of
compromised accounts to run malicious and cloaked ads. For example, the keto diet pill ads are being run on many web
platforms, something Facebook has put efforts into detecting and fixing for several years [54].
We anticipate more platform-specific malware to appear for platforms serving large and growing audiences, as the evolving
ecosystem targeting Facebook demonstrates. Only through user education and strong partnerships across the security
industry will we measure the scale of malicious campaigns and effectively respond to them. With more cross-company
security teams collaborating on integrity problems and broadly sharing infection indicators, we are optimistic about the
future and hopeful for progress strengthening the fight against cybercrime at scale.
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